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Jonathan Foust 
2017 Annual Review  
 

This review explores three questions*:
 

1.  What went well this year?
2.  What didn’t go so well this year?  
3.  What am I working toward?

*This is a format recommended by James Clear  (www.jamesclear.com.)

1.  What went well in 2017?  

Happy Heart and Home 

I’m blessed to love and be loved.  I’m grateful to have a loving and vibrant partner such as Tara.  I 
savor these years together.

As for home, my dad used to say, “You don’t live in the country unless you can pee off the back 
porch.”  Well, I can.   I love living in the woods next to park on a river here in Northern Virginia 
where right out the door and I can hike, paddle and I have a personal and benevolent relationship 
with the local fox and deer.  (Not so much with the raccoons.)
 

Health and Vitality

I feel absurdly well and am immensely grateful for good health and vitality.  A few things have 
gone well this year:

Dramatic drop in migraine headaches 

The frequency and intensity of my migraines dropped this year.  I think it’s due to three things:  1) 
Daily high doses of fish oil,  2) Regular therapeutic movement and 3) Increased awareness of 
dehydration.

http://www.jamesclear.com/
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Added High Dose Fish Oil

I’ve come to believe one of the best things I can do for my health is to take fish oil.  Not only 
have my headaches lessened, but my cognitive functioning has improved, my weight has 
stabilized and this is weird - I need new glasses because my eyesight has improved so 
dramatically.    I’ve been working with consultant Catharine Clark, who knows the Omega 3 / 6 / 
9 world inside and out, from the science as well as how to implement it. 

 
More Health Tweaks

• No coffee.  As much as I love it, a good yerba mate or matcha tea gives me more steady energy.
• No alcohol.  While I generally only have alcohol at social occasions, the truth is my body 

experiences it more as a poison.   I ‘just say no’ now and don’t miss it at all.
• Improving sleep.  Boy, the science is in on the relationship of sleep, cognitive functioning and 

quality of life.  I’ve improved my sleep by going to bed early and at a regular hour when I can, 
using an eye mask, ear plugs and doing some yoga beforehand.

• I’m not technically a vegan as I eat eggs and fish oil, but that’s my focus and I very much enjoy 
the effects as well as living as cruelty-free as possible.

Public Speaking and Teaching

This was another full year of talks, leading retreats and trainings.    Here’s what I did this year:

• Led the Year of Living Mindfully program  (9th year)
• Gave over 40 Dharma Talks
• Co-directed 4 residential Vipassana Retreats
• Directed 2  9-day Guiding Meditation Teacher Trainings at Kripalu Center
• Led 5 daylong retreats
• Co-directed 2  intensive weekend retreats at Kripalu Center (The Energy Intensive)
• Led 1  5-day retreat at Kripalu Center (The Still, Small Voice Within)
• Presented as an evening speaker in Boulder for the Young President’s Organization Chapter
• Presented the mindful movement component for Jack and Tara’s (and Sounds True’s) 

Awareness Training Institute which will be a online meditation teacher training next year
• Lead an ongoing monthly group of CEO’s and business leaders
• Delivered few corporate presentations
• Presented (with Tara and Hugh Byrne) three live-streamed classes for the US Senate offices 

here in the DC and around the country.  These will be online and in an app.
• Officiated 1 wedding

http://www.clarkconsultingandcoaching.com
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Creative Ventures in Photography, Video and Writing

I continued to develop my skills in  photography, video and writing.

The key for me is a commitment to produce, no matter what.   Some of what I’ve done this year:

• I shoot something every day
• I write something every day (check out DayOne software for mac and ios.)
• I publish many of my best photographs on my site and in my monthly newsletter
• I publish a minimum of one video a month
• I’m publishing a short piece for an upcoming book on yoga philosophy and ethics 
• I do trainings and courses  (creativelive.com)
• I worked with a Lightroom Professional to refine my editing skills
• I’ve met with a print professional at Full Circle Photography in Baltimore and am gearing 

up for some high-end printing
• I have a chapter outline for big writing project this next year

Getting My Stuff Out There

I haven’t been focused much on ‘marketing,’ but some things have gone well this year.

I have tried to reliably and regularly share talks, meditations, images and videos that might be 
helpful to people.  My weekly talks are on iTunes as well as a youtube channel which also offers 
monthly videos.   The monthly newsletter ensures I keep generating photography, a monthly 
video and fresh ideas.  I have a few  guided mediations on the “Insight Timer” app and have talks 
on DharmaSeed.

A few statistics:

Podcast enrollment continues to grow with over well over 800,000 downloads to date
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Youtube viewership is growing with about 200,000 views this year

Youtube subscribers has gone up, too

Website viewership took a dip, possibly due to more content directly on youtube and iTunes
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More Tweaks from Last Year

• I dramatically improved accounting and financial systems.  Last year I noted my accounting 
systems were horrible.  Thanks to Bonnie at Riley Creative I update my accounts each month.  I 
pretty much know where everything is and can track things.

• What’s next?  Last year I was stumped for the ‘next big thing.’  Now I know what that is.

Savoring

Not as much travel as the year previous, but I had some great adventures this year:

• Whitewater rafting and hiking in CO with friends
• The month of September on the Cape mixing creative work with outdoor adventures
• Weekly “date nights” with Tara and bi-weekly check-ins
• Morning paddles on the river and evening walks in the meadow
• Not least, the gift of living in the woods  

Serving

I continue to serve in a few capacities:

• Guiding Teacher for the Insight Meditation Community of Washington (www.imcw.org) 
• Supporting IMCW’s Mentoring Program  (http://imcw.org/programs/mentoring.aspx)
• I do what I can to make the teachings and practices available to all, including the Monday night 

class available to all without a fixed class fee and freely posting talks and meditations
• I do what I can to make 1:1 sessions affordable and available depending on my schedule

 

http://www.rileycreative.net
http://www.imcw.org
http://imcw.org/programs/mentoring.aspx
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2.  What didn't go so well this year?

“Marketing”

I’ve been studiously (or ignorantly) laissez-faire about promotion and did little to develop more 
of a presence in the online world.

To be honest, I haven’t felt much pressure as my classes, trainings, and retreats are consistently 
full, but I have wondered if I should more actively promote my talks and offerings to make them 
more available and help support the release of a book or big project down the road.

I was initially surprised to see that website visits had dropped this year, but as I look at the site, 
I’ve not added much that isn’t already available through other venues … and it looks a little 
tired. 

Thanks to an unexpected but absolutely welcomed boon from the universe, Jack Breslauer 
graciously offered to do an ‘online audit’ that was brilliant.  As a result, with Jack’s expertise 
and guidance, I am revamping everything, including a new web site on a new platform, a 
redesigned newsletter and a foray into social media.  (Thank you, Jack!)

Managing Time, Energy and the Space/Time Continuum

When it comes to time and energy management I am a devoted student of ‘best practices,’ but I 
still get stymied.  

This year was absolutely jammed.  Much of my time went into preparing for the ‘next thing.’  At 
times I felt I was swinging at a fastball while the next one was already in the air.

I tend to get attracted to shiny objects and in my excitement and ambition, take on too much at 
one time. 

I intend to simplify my focus this coming year.

That Photography Exhibit and Book?

I had set a goal the year before last to do a photography exhibit and perhaps a book as part of a 
fundraiser for Riverbend Park.
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I decided to hold back.  I was producing better photographs and wanted more time to both create 
more compelling images and develop my skills in post-production.

I am taking a more methodical approach to honing my skills.  I’m getting professional training 
in post-production and am gearing up for high-end printing, which is a daunting, but exciting 
project.

I’ll be printing a number of high quality prints this year that will help me get a sense of how I 
would like to design and mount an exhibition.  There are infinite creative choices from the 
overall themes, the print designs, the papers, mounting, etc.  I have a lot to learn.

 

3.  What am I working toward?
 

Awake and Happy No Matter What

My uber-goal is to be happy regardless of the externals.  I’m all in for increasing my capacity 
for compassion, joy, kindness and creativity.

Actions and Activities:

• Daily practice
• Immersion in nature
• Immersion in the creative process
• Regular check-in’s with Tara
• Cultivating intimacy and authenticity in my relationships 
• Authentic service

Continue to Simplify 

The simpler things are, the happier I am.  I made some strides last year and want to keep the 
momentum going.

Actions and Activities:
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• Do an honest / ruthless inventory of my stuff and give away everything except what I need
• I will no longer be teaching two Meditation Teacher Trainings at Kripalu Center
• I will not be offering the Year of Living Mindfully in 2018
• I endeavor embrace the adage, “If it’s not F*** yes, then it’s F*** no.”

Continue to improve as a speaker and teacher

• Get feedback
• Listen to my talks
• Listen to great speakers and study the best practices in public speaking
• Stick with my rule to ‘never hold my best stuff back’

Unleash a New Website and Social Media Strategy

With huge thanks and a deep bow to Jack, who graciously volunteered his time, expertise and skill, 
I’m  going to be doing a lot of new things online and in social media, including:

• A new website which allows for more flexibility and creativity
• A public FaceBook presence.  I’m convinced now this is the best way to keep people apprised of 

classes, changes, and upcoming events
• Twitter.  I don’t understand it, but the kids say it’s important, so I’m gonna give it a go and see 

what happens

Publish a Book and Create Associated Products

This is a biggie.  After an interview with Tami Simon on her podcast, “Insights at the Edge,” 
about my 6.5 hour audio course, “Body-Centered Inquiry,” she, for the second time, encouraged 
me to put together a book proposal.

And after a meeting with an editor who I highly respect gave me a big two thumbs up on my idea, 
this is now one my main projects for 2018.

I’ve got pretty solid chapter outlines and as things settle into the new year I’ll be focusing on the 
proposal and the final product.
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Actions and Activities:

• Write every day
• Tie my dharma talks into themes I’m working on
• Develop a training that will help me develop and refine the material and get feedback
• Enroll some advisors on the project
• Get an editor with whom I vibe
• Read authors who inspire me and who have a writing style I want to emulate

Keep Developing my Chops in Photography and Video

Photography and video is something I simply can’t not do.  The key is consistency and feedback.

Actions and Activities:

• Shoot each day
• Work on composition and editing skills through ongoing study and training 
• Continue to organize my library and develop work flows
• Publish and share my stuff.  Get it out there at least once a week
• Publish something video-related at least once a month
• Experiment with new formats
• Produce some prints 
• Continue working with experts for training  
 

Serve 

Teaching

• Anchor the Arlington Monday Night Class and offer around 40 Dharma Talks
• Co-lead 3 residential Vipassana Retreats
• Lead 5 daylong retreats
• Lead 2 intensive weekend retreats at Kripalu Center  (The Energy Intensive)
• Lead 1 5-day retreat at Kripalu Center (The Still, Small Voice Within)
• Develop and deliver a course that mirrors the book I’m working on
• Continue with an ongoing series with this amazing group of CEO’s and business leaders
• Deliver a daylong on relationships with Tara
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• Respond judiciously to juicy invitations that show up 

Working 1:1

Given my focus on writing, I will cut back, but continue to offer some 1:1 sessions and will try 
to make myself available for those who are drawn to the kind of work I offer.

Mentoring

I’ll continue to support the IMCW Mentoring Program as a Guiding Teacher.  

Savor

Celebrate often.  Some adventures this year:

• Daily local adventures in the woods and on the river
• Writing retreats
• An annual boys-gone-wild adventure
• Time this summer at the Brach ancestral home on the Cape
• Labor Day family gathering
• The month of September on a personal working retreat

The Bottom Line

I am so blessed.  

I’ll continue to be as awake and open as I can be and bring kindness, compassion, excellence 
and creativity to all I do.


